Copy number variation of chromosome 5A and its association with Q gene expression, morphological aberrations, and agronomic performance of winter wheat cultivars.
Our investigations combine chromosome 5A copy number variation associated with relative 5A Q gene expression and morphological and agronomic data to characterize the occurrence of speltoid plants in winter wheat cultivars. The occurrence of speltoid aberrants in wheat breeding is a serious problem that may result in rejection of a candidate cultivar during licensing. The spear-shaped, hard threshing spike is caused by copy number reduction of the domestication gene Q, located on the long arm of wheat chromosome 5A. As a member of the APETALA2-like transcription factor family, the 5AQ gene is involved in flower development and pleiotropically controls other agronomic traits. In this report, a characterization of instability of chromosome 5A is given and effects due to the loss of the Q gene and other genes are discussed. Based on pyrosequencing, we correctly predicted the 5AQ copy number for 392 of 402 tested offspring plants (97.5 %) originating from single speltoid plants of eleven wheat cultivars. The findings indicate that the resulting speltoid plants were either reduced in chromosome 5A copy number or possessed a partial deletion of the distal end of chromosome arm 5AL. 5AQ specific real-time PCR analysis revealed varying transcription levels among cultivars. During early spike development, the relative transcription of the 5AQ gene was always lower in speltoids than in normal square headed wheat plants, most likely leading to the occurrence of the characteristic speltoid spike phenotype. The parallel analysis of 18 agronomic traits revealed pleiotropic effects governed by genes located on 5A. Our results demonstrate that through pyrosequencing one can identify aneuploidy or deletions within chromosome 5A to select against the occurrence of speltoid plants in wheat seedlings.